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Abstract- Now a days, one of the most common wireless security threats is the Rogue Access Point (RAP). Which is 

used in many Wireless LAN (WLAN) attacks, Especially Denial of Service (DoS) and data theft attacks. Many other RAPs 

are deployed by employees wanting unfettered wireless access and these access points are known soft access points. Other 

rogues are located in neighboring companies using your network for free access, low-cost and consumer-grade, these access 

points often do not broadcast their presence over the wire and can only be detected over the air. Because they are typically 

installed in their default modes with proper authentication and encryption are not enabled for self results creating a security 

hazards to network. Because wireless LAN signals can traverse building walls, an open access point connected to the 

corporate network the perfect target for attacks like war driving. Any client that connects to a rogue access point must be 

considered as rogue client, because it bypasses the authorized security procedures of IT department. So in this paper we 

discussed some reasons to suspect RAPs followed by prevention technique and some recent detection methods of RAPs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A rogue access point is a device not sanctioned by an administrator, but is operating on the network anyway. This could 

be an access point set up by either an employee or by an intruder. The access point could also belong to a nearby company. 

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are increasingly integrated into our daily lives. Access Points (APs) are an integral 

part of the WLAN infrastructure, as they are responsible for coordinating wireless users and connecting them to the wired 

side of the network and, eventually, to the Internet. APs are deployed everywhere, from airports and shopping malls to 

coffee shops and hospitals, to provide Internet connectivity.  

 

One of the most serious security problems encountered by WLAN users is the existence of Rogue Access Points 

(RAPs). This article classifies existing solutions, identifies vulnerabilities, and suggests future directions for research into 

these RAPs. The ultimate objective is to classify existing detection techniques and find new RAP types that have not been 

classified by the research community. The literature typically categorizes Evil-twin, Unauthorized, Compromised, and 

Improperly Configured RAPs. Two other types have largely been abandoned by researchers, but can be classified as Denial 

of Service RAP attacks. These are de authentication/disassociation attacks targeting wireless users, and the forging of the 

first message in a four-way handshake. 

 

These are some reasons to suspect that an access point is a rogue: 

 

 The SSID of the access point is neither your network SSID nor listed in the permitted SSID list. (See .) The access 

point may not be broadcasting an SSID at all. Check the SSID of an access point using any of these methods: 

 From the MSS CLI, 

 From Network Director. 

 From MSS, 

 The access point is masquerading one of your SSIDs. Access points masquerading your SSID are rogue by default—

you can, however, change that policy. See Understanding an SSID Masquerade. 
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 The access point is an ad-hoc access point, formed directly between two client devices. See Networks. Ad-hoc access 

points are rogues by default—you can, however, change that policy—see Configuring Your Ad-Hoc AP Policy. 

 Network management features of the access point, such as SNMP, HTTP, and Telnet have been disabled. 

 The access point's MAC address does not appear in ARP tables. 

 The access point is operating as a bridge—sees Understanding Wireless Bridging . 

 The access point is listed in the rogue list, where it has been added by an administrator. 

 

II. SIMPLE PREVENTION TECHNIQUES OF ROGUE ACCESS 

POINTS 
 

Table 1.1:-RAP Prevention Techniques 

Establish strict rules and make 

sure they are well published. 

Only authorized IT staff can connect networking equipment. All devices that 

connect to the network, including wireless access points, conform to company 

security policies. 

Note: Some colleges even expel students who are caught with rogue access points 

or ad-hoc networks. 

Change the rogue classification 

rules. 

By default, unknown devices are classified as suspects. When you change this default 

to rogue, the controller automatically classifies any third-party access point or client 

as a rogue, and you can optionally isolate the access point by dropping all packets to 

and from the device. 

Eliminate benign access points 

from the rogue list so that real 

rogues stand out. 

When you add safe networks’ SSIDs and/or vendor names to the list of SSIDs 

allowed on the network, these access points cannot be classified as rogues. . 

Add known intruders to the 

rogue list. 

Third-party access points are isolated when they are added to the rogue list. All 

packets are dropped to and from access points. 

Use strong security The IEEE 802.11i security standard uses IEEE 802.1X for mutual authentication 

between the network and the client. This means that clients that try to access 

network resources must be authenticated by the network. In a similar vein, the client 

verifies the authenticity of the network infrastructure it is attaching to before 

beginning data transmission. With 802.1X, the credentials used for authentication, 

such as login passwords, are never transmitted without encryption over the wireless 

medium. In addition, 802.1X provides dynamic per-user, per-session encryption 

keys, removing the administrative burden and security issues associated with static 

encryption keys. Security is configured in WLAN profiles. 

Use active access point scanning 

in addition to passive scanning. 

Active scans send probes with a null SSID name to look for rogue access points 

and clients. Active scan is enabled by default on radio-profiles. We recommend 

that you do not change this setting. 

Make sure the Juniper wireless 

signature is enabled and change 

it on a regular basis. 

A wireless signature is a set of bits in a management frame sent by an access point 

as an identifier. If someone attempts to spoof management packets from a Juniper 

access point, Network Director can detect the spoof attempt. 
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Make sure logging is enabled and 

check log messages and traps for 

suspicious activity. 

By default, a controller generates a log message when a rogue is detected or 

disappears. For details, see Collecting Logs for Troubleshooting. 

Immediately investigate ad-hoc 

access points and either add 

security to them or eliminate 

them. 

An ad hoc network is one that is formed directly between two client devices. Ad 

hoc networks pose a threat to the enterprise because the security checks imposed 

by the infrastructure are bypassed. One of the dangers is an employee who brings 

in a wireless-enabled laptop, plugs it into a wired port at work, and leaves the 

wireless interface enabled. In this scenario, a hacker in a neighboring area could 

connect directly to the client, creating a security threat. The hacker at this point 

could look for information on the employee’s client device, and potentially gain 

access to the corporate network through the simultaneous wireless and wired 

interfaces. This situation may place the enterprise in violation of regulatory policies 

for its industry. The security hole provided by ad-hoc access points is not the ad-

hoc network itself but the bridge it provides into other networks. 

Immediately investigate wireless 

bridge frames and eliminate the 

source. 

An attacker often sets up a laptop with two wireless adaptors—one card is used by 

the rogue access point and the other is used to forward requests through a wireless 

bridge to the legitimate access point. . 

Use managed switches on your 

network and use their port-based 

security to allow only certain 

MAC addresses or disable 

unused ports. 

An access point randomly plugged into ports on this switch will not work. 

Consider using static IP 

addresses instead of having them 

assigned by a DHCP server. 

When you use static IP addresses, an intruder who installs a rogue access point 

needs to manually assign an IP address to the access point before it can gain access 

to the network. 

Enable automatic 

countermeasures to immediately 

react to rogues or suspect 

rogues. 

Countermeasures can attack or isolate rogue and/or suspect transmitters using 

various method 

 

III. ROUGE ACCESS POINT DETECTION METHODS 
 

Rogues are unwanted whether they are access points or clients as they steal critical data and bandwidth. To detect a rogue 

access point different approaches are used. These approaches are briefly classified as Client-side approach, Server-side and 

Hybrid approach. Every approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. Clients have limited resources and do not 

possess much control over network when compared with servers. Amongst all approaches Hybrid approach is efficient 

because it minimizes the inabilities of client side approach and adds server control for detection of Rogue Access Points 

(AP). In future paper we aims at surveying different methods of rogue Access Point detection here we just introduced in 

brief figure 1.1 about RAPs, with some advance detection methods. 
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Fig1. Rouge Access point detection Advance methods 

 

1.Round Trip Time:- In telecommunications, the round-trip delay time (RTD) or round-trip time (RTT) is the length of 

time it takes for a signal to be sent plus the length of time it takes for an acknowledgment of that signal to be received. This 

time delay therefore consists of the propagation times between the two points of a signal. 

 

2. Received Signal Strength and Seq. Hypothesis;-  received signal strength indicator (RSSI) is a measurement of 

the power present in a received radio signal. RSSI is usually invisible to a user of a receiving device. However, because signal 

strength can vary greatly and affect functionality in wireless networking, IEEE 802.11devices often make the measurement 

available to users. RSSI is often derived in the intermediate frequency (IF) stage before the IF amplifier. In zero-IF systems, 

it is derived in the baseband signal chain, before the baseband amplifier. RSSI output is often a DC analog level. It can also 

be sampled by an internal ADC and the resulting codes available directly or via peripheral or internal processor bus. RSSI is 

an indication of the power level being received by the receive radio after the antenna and possible cable loss. Therefore, the 

higher the RSSI number, the stronger the signal. Thus, when an RSSI value is represented in a negative form (e.g. −100), 

the closer the value is to 0, the stronger the received signal has been. 

RSSI can be used internally in a wireless networking card to determine when the amount of radio energy in the channel is 

below a certain threshold at which point the network card is clear to send (CTS). Once the card is clear to send, a packet of 

information can be sent. The end-user will likely observe a RSSI value when measuring the signal strength of a wireless 

network through the use of a wireless network monitoring tool like Wire-shark, Kismet or In-slider. As an example, Cisco 

Systems cards have an RSSI maximum value of 100 and will report 101 different power levels, where the RSSI value is 0 to 

100. Another popular Wi-Fi chipset is made by Atheros. An Atheros-based card will return an RSSI value of 0 to 127 (0x7f) 

with 128 (0x80) indicating an invalid value. 

 

3. Temporal characteristics: - A time-varying network, also known as a temporal network, is a network whose links are 

active only at certain points in time. Each link carries information on when it is active, along with other possible 

characteristics such as a weight. Time-varying networks are of particular relevance to spreading processes, like the spread of 

information and disease, since each link is a contact opportunity and the time ordering of contacts is included. 

Examples of time-varying networks include communication networks where each link is relatively short or instantaneous, 

such as phone calls or e-mails, Information spreads over both networks, and some computer viruses spread over the second. 

Networks of physical proximity, encoding who encounters whom and when, can be represented as time-varying 

networks. Some diseases, such as airborne pathogens, spread through physical proximity. Real-world data on time resolved 

physical proximity networks has been used to improve epidemic modeling Neural networks and brain networks can be 

represented as time-varying networks since the activation of neurons are time-correlated. 
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4. Hidden Markov Model:- Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a statistical Markov model in which the system being 

modeled is assumed to be a Markov process with unobserved (i.e. hidden) states. The hidden Markov model can be 

represented as the simplest dynamic Bayesian network. The mathematics behind the HMM were developed by L. E. 

Baum and coworkers.HMM is closely related to an earlier work on the optimal nonlinear filtering problem by Ruslan L. 

Stratonovich, who was the first to describe the forward-backward procedure. 

 

In simpler Markov models (like a Markov chain), the state is directly visible to the observer, and therefore the state transition 

probabilities are the only parameters, while in the hidden Markov model, the state is not directly visible, but the output, 

dependent on the state, is visible. Each state has a probability distribution over the possible output tokens. Therefore, the 

sequence of tokens generated by an HMM gives some information about the sequence of states.  

 

5.Clock Skew:- Clock skew (sometimes called timing skew) is a phenomenon in synchronous digital circuit systems (such 

as computer systems) in which the same sourced clock signal arrives at different components at different times i.e. the 

instantaneous difference between the readings of any two clocks is called their skew. The operation of most digital circuits 

is synchronized by a periodic signal known as a "clock" that dictates the sequence and pacing of the devices on the circuit. 

This clock is distributed from a single source to all the memory elements of the circuit, which for example could 

be registers or flip-flops. In a circuit using edge-triggered registers, when the clock edge or tick arrives at a register, the 

register transfers the register input to the register output, and these new output values flow through combinational logic to 

provide the values at register inputs for the next clock tick. Ideally, the input to each memory element reaches its final value 

in time for the next clock tick so that the behavior of the whole circuit can be predicted exactly. The maximum speed at 

which a system can run must account for the variance that occurs between the various elements of a circuit due to differences 

in physical composition, temperature, and path length. 

 

6. Hybrid Framework:- It is server side detection method to find RAP in current environment using above methods in 

combination but this is costly as well as time consuming.  

 

7.Covert Channel :- In computer security, a covert channel is a type of computer security attack that creates a capability to 

transfer information objects between processes that are not supposed to be allowed to communicate by the computer 

security policy. The term, originated in 1973 by Lampson is defined as channels "not intended for information transfer at 

all, such as the service program's effect on system load" to distinguish it from Legitimate channels that are subjected to 

access controls by COMPUSEC. A covert channel is so called because it is hidden from the access control mechanisms of 

ultra-high-assurance secure operating systems since it does not use the legitimate data transfer mechanisms of the computer 

system such as read and write, and therefore cannot be detected or controlled by the hardware based security mechanisms 

that underlie ultra-high-assurance secure operating systems. Covert channels are exceedingly hard to install in real systems, 

and can often be detected by monitoring system performance; in addition, they suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio and 

low data rates (on the order of a few bits per second). They can also be removed manually with a high degree of assurance 

from secure systems by well established covert channel analysis strategies. 

 

8. Multi Agent Sourcing:- A multi-agent system (M.A.S.) is a computerized system composed of multiple 

interacting intelligent agents within an environment. Multi-agent systems can be used to solve problems that are difficult or 

impossible for an individual agent or a monolithic system to solve. Intelligence may include 

some methodic, functional, procedural approach, algorithmic search or reinforcement learning. Although there is 

considerable overlap, a multi-agent system is not always the same as an agent-based model (ABM). The goal of an ABM is 

to search for explanatory insight into the collective behavior of agents (which don't necessarily need to be "intelligent") 

obeying simple rules, typically in natural systems, rather than in solving specific practical or engineering problems. The 

terminology of ABM tends to be used more often in the sciences, and MAS in engineering and technology. Topics where 

multi-agent systems research may deliver an appropriate approach include online trading, disaster response and modeling 

social structures. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The proposed paper will focus on importance of access points but the rouge access point can damage the complete 

network which is harmful. We also discussed about simple prevention techniques which can further use or bring into notice 

to make WLAN more secure. Also towards conclusion we discussed some RAP detection methods which will helpful to 

make WLAN more secure and strong. 
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